Honor & Awards Luncheon

Thursday, May 10, 2012
Creese Student Center
Grand Hall

Luncheon 12 - 12:30 p.m.
Awards Ceremony 12:30 - 2 p.m.

WELCOME
Dr. Eileen Abels, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor

PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Lynne Hickle, Associate Dean for Student and Academic Support Services, and Sean Clark, Academic Advisor

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATE AWARDS
Academic Advisors Nirva LaFortune and Lois Kasten

PRESENTATION OF ISTA & FACULTY AWARDS
Lou Ann Di Nallo, 2012 President of the ISTA Board

PRESENTATION OF PHD AWARDS
Brenna Pellegrini, PhD Advisor and Program Manager

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Eileen Abels, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor
UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

Freshman 4.0 Award
William Ashman, BSIT
Eric Buck, BSSE
Travis Dutko, BSSE
Heidi Math, BSSE
Recognizes freshman students who earned a 4.0 during the fall quarter of their freshman year.

Diana Woodward Award
Phil Macci, BSSE/MSSE
Recipient: ISTA. Awarded to students majoring in Information Systems who demonstrates good character, strong work ethic, leadership, and demonstrated potential professional leadership.

Outstanding Student Award
Chulkwunweka (Chiki) Onyenmenam, BSIS
Recipient: ISTA. Awarded to the student who best demonstrates ability to assume high levels of responsibilities.

Kevin J. O’Hara Endowed Scholarship Christopher Cho, BSIS
Recipient: Kevin J. O’Hara. The Kevin J. O’Hara Endowed Scholarship provides financial assistance to undergraduate students.

Richard P. Brown Scholarship Katarzyna Pieklo, BSIS
Recipient: ISTA. Awarded to students majoring in Information Systems who demonstrates good character, strong work ethic, leadership, and potential for professional leadership.

Laurence A. Baiada Center for Entrepreneurship 2012 Concept Paper Competition
Aahiroop Das, BSIS, 3rd Place
Dias Gotama, BSIT, 3rd Place
Drexel University’s Baiada Institute for Entrepreneurship recognizes students who demonstrated entrepreneurial thinking with practical guidance for building businesses.

David & Joanne Witlik Endowed Scholarship
Amber Heilmann, BSIT
Recipient: David & Joanne Witlik. Provides financial assistance to students majoring in Information Systems.

David and Frances Hefneter Endowed Scholarship
Bo-Tao Chen, BSIT
Recipient: David & Frances Hefneter. Provides financial assistance to students majoring in Information Systems.

Edmund Kolf Arthur Memorial Scholarship
Ugocchukwu Umwano, BSSE
Recipient: Judith M. Feller Endowed Fellowship for Students of LIS in the College

GRADUATE AWARDS

Evelyn Walker Armstrong Endowed Scholarship
Sophia Blissitt-Stotlaroe, MS(LIS) LSV Concentration
Recipient: Evelyn Walker Armstrong Endowed Scholarship.

Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for Women Doctoral Students
Robin Naughton, PhD
Recipient: Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for Women Doctoral Students.

Dr. Belver C. Griffith Memorial Endowed Fund
Jessica Burt, MS(LIS)
Recipient: Dr. Belver C. Griffith Memorial Endowed Fund.

Doris Keller Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Judy Marion, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Keller Hosler Endowed Fellowship.

Jude Kofi Arthur Memorial Scholarship
Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Recipient: Jude Kofi Arthur. This scholarship provides financial support for tuition and living expenses in on-campus housing to freshman students.

Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship.

John B. Hall Scholarship
Isaac Tchamen, MSIS
Recipient: John B. Hall Scholarship.

Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Kara Irwin, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship.

PHD AWARDS

Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for Women Doctoral Students
Robin Naughton, PhD
Recipient: Available for new, female doctoral students.

Drexel University Research Award Day: Graduate, Humanities & Social Sciences Category
Fangyu Wei, PhD
Recipient: "A Spatial Analysis: Essential Air Service Airports.”

Thomas A. Childers Award
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Thomas A. Childers Award.

Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship.

John B. Hall Scholarship
Jocelyn Tchamen, MSIS
Recipient: John B. Hall Scholarship.

Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Kara Irwin, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship.

Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship
Heather Ann Fialahty, MS(IS)
Recipient: Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship.

ISTA Professional Development Award
Diane Binino, MS(IS)
Recipient: ISTA Professional Development Award.

FACULTY

Teaching Excellence Award
Dr. Susan Gasson, Associate Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

Dr. Linda Marion, Associate Teaching Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

PhD AWARDS

Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for African-American & Hispanic Master’s Students
Carlota Hernandez, MS(LIS)
Recipient: Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for African-American & Hispanic Master’s Students.

Thomas A. Childers Award
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Thomas A. Childers Award.

Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship.

John B. Hall Scholarship
Jocelyn Tchamen, MSIS
Recipient: John B. Hall Scholarship.

Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Kara Irwin, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship.

Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship
Heather Ann Fialahty, MS(IS)
Recipient: Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship.

ISTA Professional Development Award
Diane Binino, MS(IS)
Recipient: ISTA Professional Development Award.

FACULTY

Teaching Excellence Award
Dr. Susan Gasson, Associate Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

Dr. Linda Marion, Associate Teaching Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

PhD AWARDS

Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for Women Doctoral Students
Robin Naughton, PhD
Recipient: Available for new, female doctoral students.

Drexel University Research Award Day: Graduate, Humanities & Social Sciences Category
Fangyu Wei, PhD
Recipient: "A Spatial Analysis: Essential Air Service Airports.”

Thomas A. Childers Award
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Thomas A. Childers Award.

Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship.

John B. Hall Scholarship
Jocelyn Tchamen, MSIS
Recipient: John B. Hall Scholarship.

Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Kara Irwin, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship.

Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship
Heather Ann Fialahty, MS(IS)
Recipient: Jackie Manzelli Endowed Scholarship.

ISTA Professional Development Award
Diane Binino, MS(IS)
Recipient: ISTA Professional Development Award.

FACULTY

Teaching Excellence Award
Dr. Susan Gasson, Associate Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

Dr. Linda Marion, Associate Teaching Professor
Recipient: Teaching Excellence Award.

PhD AWARDS

Phoebe W. Haas Endowed Fellowship for Women Doctoral Students
Robin Naughton, PhD
Recipient: Available for new, female doctoral students.

Drexel University Research Award Day: Graduate, Humanities & Social Sciences Category
Fangyu Wei, PhD
Recipient: "A Spatial Analysis: Essential Air Service Airports.”

Thomas A. Childers Award
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Thomas A. Childers Award.

Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship
Ganey Lamont, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Zimmerman Endowed Scholarship.

John B. Hall Scholarship
Jocelyn Tchamen, MSIS
Recipient: John B. Hall Scholarship.

Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship
Kara Irwin, MSIS
Recipient: Doris Kellar Hosler Endowed Fellowship.